This paper compares two different implementations of the Self-Organizing Migrating Algorithm (SOMA), which is a highly effective tool of an evolutionary optimization that is aimed at the same set of problems as Genetic Algorithms. One implementation of algorithm was created in the C# framework and the second implementation in Java framework. Both implementations are the asynchronous parallel 'All-to-One' strategy of SOMA, which is used to equally distribute computation loads between several available processors/cores. The aim of our effort is to statistically evaluate the computation time efficiency of these two concurrent frameworks including dependence on the number of threads. The obtained results are discussed in the conclusion.
Introduction
This paper belongs into area of optimization by artificial intelligence. One of many optimization methods is SelfOrganizing Migrating Algorithm alias SOMA. Our primary aim is compares two different implementations of the SOMA. One implementation of algorithm was created in the C# framework and the second implementation in Java framework. In the first test the dependence of solution quality on the number of used threads was evaluated and in the second test the consumption of time was evaluated.
The SOMA is a very effective tool of evolutionary optimization. It was created in 1999. Algorithm is ranked among evolution algorithms although there are not created new individuals during running the algorithm, in contradiction with typical evolution algorithms. [11] Only the coordinates of individuals are changed in the area of possible solution. Therefore, SOMA can be classified as memetic algorithm or among swarm algorithms more accurately. The SOMA is inspired by the intelligent behaviour of groups of individuals in the nature, e. g. when they searching food or finding the shortest way towards it. [8, 9, 10] As it was already mentioned, the new individuals are not created by selective breeding but the algorithm only changes coordinates of individuals. The evolution cycle, which is called "generation" at other Genetic Algorithms, was renamed to "migration loop" in the SOMA. [3, 5] There are several strategies of elementary settings of SOMA. One is the asynchronous parallel All-To-One, where all individuals are moved to the main individual which is called Specimen. This strategy is used in our tests. [2, 7, 12] 2. SOMA
Parameter definition
Before starting the algorithm, SOMA's parameters:
Step, PathLength, PopSize, PRT and a Cost Function needs to be defined. The run of the algorithm is influenced by settings of parameters indicated in Table 1 . [1, 11] . The Cost Function is simply the function which returns a scalar that can directly serve as a measure of fitness. 
Creation of the population
The population of individuals is randomly generated. Each parameter for every individual has to be randomly chosen from a given range <Low, High>.
Migration loop
All individuals from population (PopSize) are evaluated by the Cost Function and the Leader (individual with the highest fitness) is chosen for a current migration loop. Subsequently, remaining individuals begin to jump, (according to the Step definition) towards the Leader. Each individual is evaluated after every jump using the Cost Function. Jumping continues until a final position defined by the PathLength is reached. New position xi,j after each jump is calculated by (1) . This is shown graphically in Fig. 1 . Individual returns then to that position where they found the best fitness on their trajectories. [1, 7] Before an individual begins its jumping towards the Leader, a random number rnd is generated (for each individual's coordinate), and then compared with PRT. If a random number generated is larger than PRT, an associated coordinate of the individual is set to 0 by the means of PRTVector.
Hence, the individual moves in the N-k dimensional subspace, which is perpendicular to the original space. This fact establishes a higher robustness of the algorithm. Earlier experiments have demonstrated that, without the use of PRT, SOMA tends to determine a local optimum rather than the global one. [2, 4] 
Test for stopping condition
If a maximum number of migration loops has been reached, stop and recall the best solution(s) found during the search.
Experimental settings for evaluation of performance
The aim of the experiment is a performance evaluation of asynchronous parallel algorithm SOMA based on classical one-thread strategy All-To-One. The SOMA which was tested was modified so that it not used only one thread but it used just as many threads how many processor cores is available. The proposal and description of such implementation of SOMA was firstly published and can be found in [6] .
The asynchronous SOMA (in contrast to synchronous version of the algorithm) does not wait for all individuals to finish their paths to Leader. If any individual gets better position than the current Leader, this individual becomes promptly the new Leader. The other individuals continue their path towards this new Leader promptly, not towards the original Leader. This method significantly accelerates and increases the opportunity to finding global extreme value. [1, 4] The experiment was performed on the personal computer from the ACER company with two-core processor AMD Athlon 4960 (64-bit) and the operating memory 3 GB DDR2 under operating system Windows Vista 64-bit. The asynchronous parallel SOMA was tested for these 10 test functions, proposed as the benchmark. The functions are shown there for better clarity:
All tests were performed in 100 dimensional space (each function has 100 coordinates) and the process of optimization was 100-times repeated. In all cases, new initial population was again generated as starting point of the optimization. The parameters for tests were set on Step = 0.11 (Rosenbrock Step= 0.011) and PRT = 0.1. Table 2 . describes others parameters which were used in tests and also expected optimal results (real extreme) of used benchmark functions (1) -(10).
Evaluation the dependence of solution quality on the number of used threads
The founding solutions for both implementations of the SOMA (C# and Java) are shown in Table 3 . It provides a comparison of quality solutions from both implementations and the better solution is in bold. As be seen in Table 3 implementation in Java was best in 2 causes for one thread and in 3 causes for two threads. Implementation in C# was best in 1 cause for one thread and in 4 causes for two threads. It can mean that there is not dependence finding of best solution on number of used threads and used implementation. Finding of good solution depends on the random start population of optimization rather than on used implementation of SOMA. Both implementations are equal and so we can compare time consumption of both implementations.
Evaluation the time consumption
The main aim of this paper was to compare which of two implementations (Java, C#) has better computational time. The results are shown in a table 4. The table shows that the asynchronous parallel SOMA which was created in C# is better in 7 cases from 10. For example, in the case Michalewicz test function, which is most calculation demanding from the used benchmark function, it was more than two times faster. By way of contrast, the asynchronous parallel SOMA created in Java was marginally faster only in 3 cases. Table 3 . shows results for evaluate the dependence of solution quality on the number of used threads. The experiment verified that both implementations of asynchronous parallel SOMA are equal from the point of view a quality of found solution. Both implementations of SOMA won in 5 cases from 10. Finding of good solution depends on the random start population of optimization rather than on used implementation of SOMA.
Regarding the main experiment's result, it can be concluded that the implementation of SOMA created in C# is significantly better in time consumption. How can be seen in Table 4 , this implementation was faster in 7 cases from 10 cases for two threads, certainly. For the Michalewicz test function, which is most mathematically complex, it was even faster more than two times. Such results may indicate that C# (.NET Framework) has got a more effective library for calculating complex mathematical functions. Calculating of mathematical functions was the most timeconsuming operation for both implementations of SOMA.
Subsequently, we are going to suggest an experiment to prove this hypothesis.
